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Partnership between KBA-MetalPrint and Vision Experts
Metal decorating leader KBA-MetalPrint becomes distributor for
the print inspection system VE 4000+ METAL from Vision Experts
Vision Experts is already widely known on the international market as a
manufacturer of inspection systems for monitoring of the decoration and
finishing of packaging and other print products. Indeed, in the field of print
inspection for metal decorating applications, Vision Experts has assumed a
leading role in innovation over the past few years.
There are many users worldwide who are interested in a print inspection system
which can be integrated into their metal decorating press. Such a system is
capable of detecting not only printing flaws, but also colour deviations. It warns
the operator immediately, helps to localise the source of arising problems, and
facilitates timely intervention in the printing process. All quality defects are
recorded in a report and affected sheets can be ejected immediately on the basis
of various criteria. In case of a systematic problem, it is also possible to stop the
feeder. The use of VE 4000+ METAL serves to reduce costs while at the same
time improving the overall quality of the print products.
Inspection systems from Vision Experts are already in successful use with many
customers of KBA-MetalPrint and have earned a very good reputation through
their exceptional reliability and user-friendliness.
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Thomas Groß, sales administration director at KBA-MetalPrint: “Thanks to the
cooperation with Vision Experts, and not least their excellent product, we are
able to offer our customers further added value and an evident lead in quality
monitoring for our high-performance metal decorating presses.”
Paul Dirr, sales director at Vision Experts, adds: “We are delighted to be able to
work together with such a renowned and future-oriented company as KBAMetalPrint. They possess a broad, international customer base – also in
countries in which we have not been present to date. That is a fantastic
opportunity to generate further interest in our systems. Both KBA-MetalPrint
and Vision Experts attach great importance to customer orientation and are well
known for their innovative products. Our partnership with KBA-MetalPrint will
enable both companies to strengthen their reputation on the market.”
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